ALL COMMUNITIES THAT AREN’T RICH AND
WHITE ARE UNDER ATTACK. THIS COUNTRY
IS COLLAPSING AND WE ALL KNOW IT.
RESIST. ORGANIZE. STRIKE. EVERY
NEIGHBORHOOD. EVERY CITY. EVERY TOWN.
REFUSE THIS MOMENT OF EMERGENCY
AND REFUSE THE ANTI-POOR AND RACIST
POLICIES THAT GOT US HERE.
WE REMEMBER THAT NAFTA GAVE PEOPLE
SOUTH OF THE US-MEXICO BORDER NO
CHOICE BUT TO MIGRATE TO THE US. WE
REMEMBER THAT NAFTA KILLED TOWNS
AND NEIGHBORHOODS THAT USED TO HAVE
UNIONIZED JOBS. WE REMEMBER THAT THE
‘94 CRIME BILL CAGED OUR FAMILIES AND
NEIGHBORS. WE REMEMBER WHAT KILLING
WELFARE DID TO WOMEN, CHILDREN, AND
FAMILIES. WE KNOW THAT BOMBS AND
DRONES HAVE STALKED OUR FRIENDS AND
FAMILIES ABROAD. WE KNOW THAT OUR
SCHOOLS HAVE BEEN GUTTED AS TUITION
AT COLLEGE HAS DOUBLED TRIPLED
QUADRUPLED AND MORE.
WE KNOW THAT THE WORLD HAS BEEN
REMADE IN THE REAGAN-CLINTON-BUSHOBAMA YEARS. IT HAD GONE FROM AN OLD
KIND OF BAD TO A NEW KIND OF BAD. IT HAS
BEEN MADE AND REMADE ON OUR BACKS,
BUT IT HAS NEVER BEEN MADE FOR US.
WE DON’T HAVE TO LIVE SCARED, MISERABLE
LIVES. WE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD AND
CREATE A SYSTEM THAT WORKS FOR US,
FOR OUR LOVED ONES, FOR OUR FUTURE.
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Mass
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rippled
across The United States
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the have
anti-EO
protests,
since
the inauguration
of the current
president. We have seen
on Thursday
February
2 hundreds
aof
daybodegas
of Women’sclosed
Marches early,
(1/21) and and
a Day Without Immigrants
(2/16).
Small labor
solidarity
actions have given life to mass
thousands
gathered
outside
protests.
People
are
shouting
down
members of congress
Borough Hall in Brooklyn their
just
at city hall meetings. High school students are walking out of
before sunset. At 5:16pm an
class. Black Lives Matter shuts down an inauguration checkpoint.
imam led the crowd in sundown
A man with a Palestinian flag interrupts the confirmation hearing
prayer.
for the nominee for the Ambassador to Israel. People in Phoenix
block the exit from an ICE detention center. We participate in
these events and watch other events on the internet. Many people
across the country quietly organize to protect their communities
and announce their resistance. This environment of diffuse and
consistent resistance has provoked the question: what’s next?
Given the current landscape of labor in this country, is there a
role for labor organizing to play in the effort to maintain resistance
and protect communities that are under attack?
One proposed next step has been the tactic of the general
strike: a cross-sector labor interruption, perhaps coordinated
with labor unions, but not under the direction of unions. The
first call was for February 17th. Who called it? No one seems to
know? What was being done to lay the groundwork for it? This
too has not been clear. The resulting environment feels like the
moment before a demonstration takes off where everyone is
milling around saying: what’s going on? Some have suggested that
this call was irresponsible. Such a hasty call with no follow up will
lead to a fake labor action in which only petit bourgeois people
strike while the majority of the working class reports to work as
usual. Those voices say: the conditions of labor today are not
what they were in 1919, 1934, or 1970. How would a general strike
even be organized today?
Yes, how? What if February 17th was just a first jostle of the
behemoth that must be moved? What if the first call to general
2

Yemeni Bodega Owners Strike
Continuing the anti-EO protests,
on Thursday February 2 hundreds
of bodegas closed early, and
thousands gathered outside
Borough Hall in Brooklyn just
before sunset. At 5:16pm an
imam led the crowd in sundown
prayer.

strike became the first day of concerted organizing toward “The
Historic General Strike of March 8 2017?” May 1 2017? What if we
concede that no moment in which resistance becomes general
ever replicates the conditions of previous moments where
resistance has become general? What is to be done?
This humble pamphlet circulates a how-to manual for the general
strike by THE SHUTDOWN COLLECTIVE, offers a few vignettes of
the history of the tactic, and analyzes some recent events that
we think are beacons toward a general strike. This pamphlet is an
invitation for those of us who have not done so (and many people
have already done so, have been doing this all the time) to look at
their workplace and neighborhood and say: how could this work
happen here? Who do I need to talk to? Link up with? What would
our pitch be to our coworkers and neighbors?

A Guide to the General Strike
A general strike has been called for February 17.
Donald Trump’s actions in the campaign and the first weeks of his
presidency signal a dangerously anti-democratic and authoritarian
impulse at the heart of the Trump administration. The slide into
authoritarianism is downhill, and it is easier to stop a slide than to
reverse one. If we take action to resist now, the downward slide
can be halted. People have already begun to do so, but where
do we go from here?
Many are now calling for a GENERAL STRIKE.
But what exactly does this mean?
A general strike is not just another protest. It is a strike. Unlike
most strikes, however, it is not confined to one company, but
rather cascades outward. In the past, such actions have targeted
whole communities or cities, a complete industry, a sector of
gendered labor, or even an entire country. General strikes have
included workers in public and private sectors, women, students,
prisoners, and even the military. In all cases, the aim of a general
strike is not merely to protest, but to demonstrate the productive
26
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power of the people by halting all industrial and commercial
activity for some period of time, and by interrupting normal
patterns and subordinations of daily life, bringing the economy
and society to a standstill until demands are met.
The effects of a general strike can be powerful: States and
corporations exercise an enormous power over our lives. However,
they ultimately only do so because we permit this. Most of the
time, we are not unified enough to coordinate action against
these more dominant actors. In the general strike, however, by
freezing the social and economic gears of society, working people
withdraw their consent to be governed. This demonstrates that
the power over us is something we can take back. But only if we
do it collectively. The only thing that can prevent a slide away from
democracy and toward tyranny is our collective action.

ir ort

a i Strike

n solidarity with airport protests against
the e ecuti e order, the ew ork Ta i orkers
Alliance called for a work stoppage from 6pm
to pm at F airport on anuary 2 .

Through a general strike, we don’t just remind the government
of this basic fact; we remind ourselves.
How to Organize and How to Strike:
General strikes take hours of organizing, and they rely on a
foundation of learned “resistance muscles” of the working class.
General strikes do not suddenly appear just because someone
calls for one. We can and will build from the ground up, and
everyone has a part to play. Here are some ways you can organize
towards a general strike:
1. Identify Your Capacities
Identify how much time you can give to organizing towards
a strike action, and make a commitment. Have face-to-face
conversations with co-workers, friends, and neighbors. Share
why you care about a general strike, what it is, and listen to
their concerns. Get them excited about joining in. Such difficult
conversations are the backbone of strong movements.
2. Identify Your Networks
Identify where you can be the most effective organizer: Where
do you work, live, or play? What networks are you already a
part of, and who is persuadable? Can you find two colleagues to
strike with you? Ten? Identify a few people you can turn out for a
4

Following the ruling that night issuing a temporary halt on the ban,
T A declared this the
first organi ed labor strike against Trump.
They ha e since declared solidarity with the
emeni Bodega Owners trike.

http:

twitter.com

T A
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S

rison Strike

ork stoppage in prisons across the nited
tates began on eptember , 2 16 the 5th
anni ersary of the Attica rison e olt. ed
in part by the ncarcerated orkers Organi ing Committee and the Free Alabama o ement,
the strike has recei ed minimal news co erage.
ue in part to information blackout on the
part of prison officials, it is difficult
to say e actly how many prisons ha e been
in ol ed, or how many people ha e gone on
strike, but at least 2 ,
people ha e gone
on strike in at least 2 prisons in at least
12 states
the largest prison strike in
. . history.

strike, and focus your energy on them. If your workplace cannot
be moved, organize your neighbors, your family, or your friends.
3. Expand Your Networks
Building a movement requires us to reach outside our familiar
networks, and to find connections across workplaces, ideologies,
and class lines. If you’re a graduate student, can you organize
student workers? Clerical staff? If you are a warehouse worker,
can you organize the truck drivers who make deliveries? You can
start discussions about a general strike in all kinds of institutionsworkplaces, schools, churches, neighborhoods, in homes, on
buses, etc. Build excitement with others around the fact that
working people have a social power like no other!
4. Have a Strategic Conversation
Map out the communities and organizations in your city.
Disagreements may be unavoidable, but you can move
organizations to embrace diverse tactics for a broad coalition.
What do workers and oppressed groups need? What existing
campaigns can a general strike support? Remember: the law
is pitted against workers, women, immigrants, and people of
color. Few workers are unionized and can easily be replaced; few
workers can carry out a strike without breaking the law. A general
strike is a big ask under these conditions. If it is by workers and
for workers, how will we mitigate the risk and harm we are asking
all workers to bear?
5. Work with the Unions
Relationships of solidarity between movements and labor unions
are essential for organizing a general strike. Unions under attack
have the strongest incentives to get involved: teachers, transit
workers, postal workers, scientists. These specific attacks can
help to establish links between movements and organized labor.

pecific demands and tactics ha e aried by
prison, but one broad longterm goal is ending mandatory low-wage prison labor in the
nited tates
the
OC sees prison labor
as a continuation of sla ery in the nited
tates.
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6. Identify the Targets
When we come together, we can halt traffic, stop businesses,
and build power. Where will we go when we walk out of our
workplaces? What will we shut down? Where do we have the most
leverage to halt economic activity? What industries have driven
5

gentrification in our cities? What corporations have ravaged our
rural areas? What companies have exploited our suburbs?
7. Target Transportation Corridors
The economy has physical conduits: airports, highways, ports,
and distribution centers are choke points for industrial and
commercial exchange. The interruption of daily flows of economic
activity is a strike action. What would happen if the ports were
blocked, the highways shut down, and distribution warehouses
occupied? Getting rail workers, port workers, truckers, aircraft
workers, cab drivers, and mariners on board is critical.
8. Build an Intersectional Solidarity
A strong general strike needs to stand against racism, sexism,
xenophobia, homophobia, islamophobia, and other forms of
oppression. The majority of the working class today is comprised
of women and people of color, and they endure the brunt of the
state’s repression and discrimination, and endure subordinations
from more privileged members of the class. A general strike must
be as diverse as the working class is. People of color are often
the first to suffer reprisal; an attack on one is an attack on all.
The general strike must be planned by and with workers of color
across a range of industries.

i ago

ea

ers

nion

Strike

On eptember 1 , 2 12, the Chicago Teachers nion began its first strike since 1
,
following unsatisfactory contract negotiations between CT
under resident aren
ewis and C
under ayor ahm Emanuel .
of those who cast ballots oted to authori e the strike.
Although legally, the grounds for the strike
had to be the issue of salary, teachers also
said they wanted to raise awareness of the
corporate model being imposed on public education in Chicago. They ad ocated, among
other things, for smaller class si es and
against the o Child eft Behind standardi ed-test-based model of education. CT delegates oted to end the strike on eptember
1 .

9. Build a Strike Fund
Not everyone can afford to walk off their job site without worrying
about how their families will eat the next day. Build a strike fund in
your city or your workplace to support support striking workers.
10. A General Strike Will be the First of Many
If a February 17 general strike fails, we build for the next one
on March 8, and then another on May 1. General strikes are
not spontaneous. They build on existing worker militancy and
resistance. Even ‘failed’ strikes mobilize us, politicize us, and
embolden more forceful resistance in the next attempt. We have
a movement to build, and this is just the beginning.

THE TIME TO STRIKE IS NOW.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
6

On eptember 26, 2 16 CT
authori e a strike
5.6
minute agreement with C
a erted the strike.

again oted to
in fa or . A laston October 11
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When we win a level of power that enables us to reduce our 13 or
more working hours a day to eight hours or even less than eight,
when at the same time we can put on the agenda our holidays –
because it’s no secret to anyone that on Sundays and during vacation
time women never have a holiday – then, perhaps, we’ll be able to
talk for the first time of a ‘general’ strike of the working class.

When Slaves Go on Strike: W.E.B. Du Bois’s
Black Reconstruction 80 Years Later
by Guy Emerson Mount, December 28, 2015
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Slaves freed themselves. With this majestic assertion in 1935,
W.E.B. Du Bois all but cemented Black Reconstruction as one of the
most influential American history books of the twentieth century.
At the time of its publication, it was widely denounced. Writing
from the depths of the Great Depression, and amidst a burgeoning
black communist internationalism, Black Reconstruction was Du
Bois at his finest. By deftly applying classical Marxist analysis
to a population so often overlooked by its orthodoxies, Du
Bois’s general strike thesis emerged not only as a historical
corrective, but as a stark critique of Western philosophy and
modern academic inquiry itself. It brought together the study
of class with the study of race and foreshadowed what we now
call intersectionality. Yet, it also sat on the shelf for decades
until, like so many great masterpieces, it was dusted off well after
its creator’s death and celebrated only in Du Bois’s absence. As
22
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the great American poet/sometimes performance artist Kanye
West reminds us: “people never get the flowers when they can
still smell them.”
Du Bois’s insistence on black people as a revolutionary proletariat
during the Civil War pointed to a glaring hole in both Marxist
theories surrounding slavery and the more general study of
African Americans by professional academics. Yet even as he
bemoaned the neglect of black people within the intellectual
annals of modernity, Du Bois paradoxically worked outward from
a deep grounding in German Romanticism, classic liberalism,
and traditional political theory. As a seminal figure in what
Columbia University Professor Robert Gooding-Williams has
since branded “Afro-Modern Political Thought,” Du Bois’s general
strike thesis continues to cast a long shadow over contemporary
historiography and black intellectuals alike. It also represents a
place where Du Bois’s often-bemoaned elitism seems to fizzle
away into oblivion. Eighty years later lessons still abound in Black
Reconstruction. This is true not only for scholars working on
postemancipation America, but for today’s diverse cohort of
intellectual historians who are constantly at risk of ignoring the
next Du Bois in their midst.

much power that we need no longer be in a position of weakness
when we go out of the home. We can bring about new working
conditions in housework itself — if I have money of my own in
my pocket I can even buy a dishwasher without feeling guilty
and without having to beg my husband for it for months on end
while he, who doesn’t do the washing-up, considers a dishwasher
unnecessary.
So if I have money of my own, paid into my own hands, I can change
the conditions of housework itself. And moreover I will be able to
choose when I want to go out to work. If I have 120,000 lire for
housework I’ll never again sell myself for 60,000 lire in a textile
factory, or as someone’s secretary, or as a cashier or usherette
at the cinema. In the same way, if I already have a certain amount
of money in my own hands, if I already have with me the power
of millions of women, I will be able to dictate a completely new
quality of services, nurseries, canteens, and all those facilities that
are indispensible in reducing working hours and in enabling us to
have a social life.
We want to say something else. For a long time — particularly
strongly in the past 10 years, but let’s say always — male workers
have come out to struggle against their hours of work and for more
money, and have gathered in this square.
In the factories of Porto Marghera there have been many strikes,
many struggles. We well remember the marches of male workers
who started in Porto Marghera, crossed the Mestre Bridge and
arrived here in this square.
But let’s make this clear. No strike has ever been a general strike.
When half the working population is at home in the kitchens, while
the others are on strike, it’s not a general strike.
We’ve never seen a general strike. We’ve only seen men, generally
men from the big factories, come out on the streets, while their
wives, daughters, sisters, mothers, went on cooking in the kitchens.

8

Today in this square, with the opening of our mobilisation for
Wages for Housework, we put on the agenda our working hours,
our holidays, our strikes and our money.
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behind our being crossed out of all history, that’s behind the fact
that when we leave the home we must face the most revolting,
underpaid and insecure jobs – this weakness is based on the fact
that all of us women, whatever we do, are wearied and exhausted
at the very outset by the 13 hours of housework that no-one has
ever recognized, that no-one has ever paid for.
And this is the basic condition that forces women to be satisfied
with nurseries like the “Pagliuca,” “Celestini,” “OMNI.” [“Pagliuca”
and “Celestini”— both notoriously brutal nurseries. “OMNI” – the
State nurseries which are poorly equipped and badly run.] This
weakness forces us to pay half a million lire for an abortion and
this, let’s spell it out clearly, happens in every city and every
country — and on top of that we risk death and imprisonment.

We all do housework; it is the only thing all women have in
common, it is the only base on which we can gather our power,
the power of millions of women.
It is no accident that reformists of every stripe have always
carefully avoided the idea of our organizing on the basis of
housework. They have always refused to recognize housework
as work, precisely because it is the only work that we all have
in common. It is one thing to confront two or three hundred
women workers in a shoe factory, and quite another to confront
millions of housewives. And since all women factory workers are
housewives, it is still another matter to confront these two or
three hundred factory workers united with millions of housewives.
But this is what we are putting on the agenda today in this square.
This is the first moment of organization. We have decided to
organize ourselves around the work that we all do, in order to
have the power of millions of women.
For us, there, the demand for wages for housework is a direct
demand for power, because housework is what millions of women
have in common.
If we can organize ourselves in our millions on this demand – and
already there are quite a lot of us in this square – we can get so
20

THE GENERAL STRIKE
The elegance (and some would say folly) of Du Bois’s general
strike thesis rests upon its simplicity. Slaves are workers. As
workers, slaves constantly struggled with their masters not only
over their working conditions but over their legal and social
status as well. The end game for any slave insurgency was not
just to own the means of production but to own one’s very self.
This yearning for freedom found its climax during the American
Civil War where slaves increasingly ran away, took up arms against
their masters, and intentionally sabotaged and disrupted global
cotton production. These actions were not accidents. They were
a form of politics. They emanated from a class conscious slave
community. For Du Bois, the general strike forced the hand of
President Lincoln while turning a war to save the Union into a
war to end slavery. In this way, the American Civil War should not
be euphemistically romanticized as a ‘war between the states’
but instead re-understood as the most massive slave revolt in
the history of the New World. Slaves freed themselves. It was a
revolution—one that came and went. “A splendid failure.”
While many scholars have subsequently taken issue with Du
Bois’s lack of nuance and his excessive commitment to a Marxist
teleology, the long line of contemporary historians who have built
upon the general strike thesis (to one degree or another) is by
now a who’s who of the most celebrated Americanists working
today. Yet, in 1935, Du Bois found few friends outside of a small
circle of black activists, white political dissidents and intellectual
radicals. In the field of Reconstruction, he was almost singlehandedly facing a brick wall of white supremacist scholarship
that had taken hold in nearly every elite history department
in America. Yet Du Bois courageously named names and called
out the profession for what it was. William A. Dunning, John W.
Burgess, and a host of other celebrated scholars working on
Reconstruction were lambasted by Du Bois for perpetuating “The
Propaganda of History.” The now infamous Dunning School held
that slaves were docile, unprepared for freedom, and racially
inferior. The mythology of the Lost Cause was in full effect from
9

Columbia to Johns Hopkins University. The North and the South
had apparently fought gallantly over just about anything and
everything but slavery—emerging in the end as a divinely unified
and thoroughly perfected nation. Du Bois fought back.
Even as he was clearly swimming upstream against a pro-capitalist,
white-supremacist dominated historical profession, Du Bois’s
focus on class conflict, rebellion, and materiality did put him
in league with a small but influential group historians in the
Progressive School including Mary and Charles Beard, Arthur
Schlesinger, Sr., and a young C. Vann Woodward. He also found
refuge with an even smaller group of Marxist historians, including
one of the first to take his general strike thesis seriously, Herbert
Aptheker. Du Bois, however, was not as singularly unique as
historians today imagine him. Black Reconstruction clearly built
upon (and even borrowed a few opening chapter titles) from
the first black Marxist interpretation of Reconstruction, Black
and White: Land, Labor, and Politics in the South published by
his mentor and former boss T. Thomas Fortune in 1884. In many
ways, Du Bois’s general strike thesis re-stated what Fortune had
expressed as a future aspiration (a general strike by a united
interracial proletariat) and transformed it into the tangible reality
of the Civil War past. It wasn’t until the 1960’s, however, with the
rise of the revisionists and, more importantly, the postrevisionists,
that the general strike thesis started by Fortune and perfected
by Du Bois finally took hold.

workers won an initial 6% wage increase, followed by an 8% wage
increase during the summer of 1970. And, importantly, the strike
prompted the reorganization of the Post Office Department into
the U.S. Postal Service (via the Postal Reorganization Act), wherein
postal workers could now collectively bargain for wage increase,
benefits, and better working conditions. Finally, the strike also
succeeded in achieving a binding arbitration process for postal
workers that provided for the resolution of contract disputes.

“A General Strike”
by

Mariarosa Dalla Costa

Originally published in All Work and No Pay: Women, Housework
and the Wages Due. Falling Wall Press. [1975]
[Dalla Costa gave the following speech at a 1974 celebration of
International Women’s Day in Mestre, Italy.]
Today the feminist movement in Italy is opening the campaign
for Wages for Housework. As you have heard from the songs, as
you have seen from the photograph exhibition, as you have read
on the placards, the questions we are raising today are many:
the barbarous conditions in which we have to face abortion,
the sadism we are subjected to in obstetric and gynaecological
clinics, our working conditions — in jobs outside the home our
conditions are always worse than men’s, and at home we work
without wages — the fact that social services either don’t exist
or are so bad that we are afraid to let our children use them,
and so on.
Now at some point people might ask, what is the connection
between the campaign we are opening today, the campaign for
Wages for Housework, and all these things that we have raised
today, that we have exposed and are fighting against? All these
things that we have spoken about, that we have made songs
about, that we have shown in our exhibitions and films?
We believe that the weakness of all women – that weakness that’s
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this was still less than the rate of inflation) in March of 1970.
While initially this raised the hopes of postal workers nationwide,
Congress quickly decided to delay hearing the bill—and this
was after Congress had voted to give themselves (also federal
employees!) a 41% pay increase the year before. Frustrated postal
workers were ready to act.
The strike began on March 17, 1970, in New York City, when
members of the National Association of Letter Carriers, Branch
36, met and voted to strike. These workers initially envisioned
the strike as one that would largely only affect New York City
employees of the Post Office Department, including auxiliary
members of the mail service (clerks, etc) who stood in solidarity
with the striking workers and refused to cross the picket lines. Yet
this relatively local strike quickly became national, with more than
200,000 Post Office Department employees across the United
States joining the strike within a week. The strike was effective
immediately.
In 1970, the Postal Service did not only have an enormous effect
on everyday communication between people, it also played a
critical role in business. The stock market relied heavily on the
Postal Service for its trading activity; without post office workers,
there was no stock market. Time Magazine featured the Post
Office Department strike on its cover, that week, the headline
reading “The Strike That Stunned the Country.” President Nixon
immediately ordered the striking workers to return to their
positions, and even the heads of mail carrier unions pleaded
with their members to return to work. Less than a week after
the strike was declared, President Nixon tried to break the strike
using members of The National Guard, deploying them to New
York City to deliver the mail. It was, however, to no avail; the
National Guard workers were neither trained nor skilled in the
labor of mail carrying, and their efforts to resuscitate the postal
service were useless.
The strike ended after eight days and made a critical impact on
the livelihoods and working conditions of postal service wokrers.
Not a single worker, striking or otherwise, was fired, and postal
18

ENTER THE MASSES
Vincent Harding’s 1981 There is a River undeniably stands
out as one of the earliest touchstones for the general strike
thesis’s (post)modern revival. Eric Foner’s landmark 1988
synthesis, Reconstruction, also explicitly endorsed many aspects
of Black Reconstruction including the centrality of slaves and
slavery to the Civil War and its aftermath. Regarding the general
strike thesis, however, Foner, like Eugene Genovese before him,
was apprehensive about the extent to which slaves actually freed
themselves amidst so many other causal contributors. Genovese
was critical of slaves for not being more daring in their rebellion
and Foner, for his part, was desperately trying to redeem the
Radical Republicans and white abolitionists as central actors in
Emancipation. Both, however, were already working in the face of
a vast scholarly tidal wave. The publication of Slaves No More in
1992 was the culmination of over a decade of research by several
dozen scholars including Ira Berlin, Thavolia Glymph, and Barbara
Fields who unearthed a small mountain of evidence at the Library
of Congress which demonstrated emphatically that slaves were
in fact “the prime movers in securing their own liberty.” This
11

vindication was followed shortly by Julie Saville’s The Work
of Reconstruction in 1994 which provided a thick description
on the ground of a black proletariat struggling to emancipate
themselves before, during, and after the American Civil War.
While a brief and half-hearted push-back came in 1995 from
none other than James McPherson (who fully acknowledged that
slaves played an important, but perhaps not the pivotal, role in
their own emancipation), most historians fell in line with the new
consensus. Steven Hahn’s 2003 A Nation Under Our Feet went
even deeper into slave politics and the kinds of grass-root
organizing that enabled slaves to both topple slavery and continue
the struggle for freedom after emancipation. Stephanie McCurry’s
2010 Confederate Reckoning further demonstrated how slaves,
along with poor white men and women, fought internally against
the anti-democratic Confederate state thereby producing
the ungovernable Confederate nation that lead to slavery’s
spectacular collapse. Chandra Manning took the opposite track
in her 2007 book What This Cruel War Was Over and showed how
slaves carefully acted during the Civil War to commandeer white
Union soldiers into transmitters of their abolitionist views to a
Northern public whose shift in opinion about the war’s meaning
ultimately enabled the end of slavery. James Oakes has pointed
out that Northern policy and Emancipation law presupposed
and depended upon slave rebellion as a central part of the legal
framework and practical process of emancipation. Most recently,
the general strike thesis has received its own synthesis with
2014’s I Freed Myself by David Williams who proceeds to pound
the table even harder for the widespread adoption of Du Bois’s
key insight. In short, recent scholarship, over time, has done
less to question the general strike thesis and more to show in
increasingly sophisticated ways exactly how it came to be. Du
Bois won.
While the history of the general strike thesis may seem to point
to a happy ending, its road to that end does not. We must always
remember that Du Bois was dismissed, harassed, policed, and
ignored for a truly unforgivable amount of time. What radical
ideas are we ignoring today that will appear as common sense
12

The U.S. Postal Strike of 1970
The U.S. Postal Strike of 1970 was the largest “wildcat strike”
(a strike of unionized workers without union leadership’s
authorization, approval, or support) in U.S. American History.
Importantly, it was also a large-scale strike of over 210,000
workers that ended without a single postal worker, striking or
non-striking, losing their job. It was also what people, at the time,
referred to as an “illegal” strike, because U.S. Postal Workers,
being federal employees, were denied the freedom to collectively
bargain for higher wages, and were prohibited from even agitating
for the right to strike. And finally, the Postal Strike of 1970 was
by all accounts an enormously successful strike, winning postal
workers a 14% wage increase in the space of a year alongside the
right to collectively bargain.
Prior to 1970, U.S. Postal Workers were organized into eight craft
unions, including the National Association of Letter Carriers.
Postal workers had been demanding higher wages for decades
by the moment of the 1970 strike, and Congress had repeatedly
denied or delayed these appeals. To give you a sense of what
this looked like, in 1970, a full-time employee with the U.S. Post
Office department earned $6,176 a year (just under $35,000/
year in 2010 dollars). After twenty years of service, a full-time
employee could expect to make about $8,442 a year ($47,351in
2010 dollars). Many Post Office Department workers, despite
working full-time for the federal government, qualified for food
stamps and other forms of state support. It is important to note
that there was also a critical racial angle to Congress’ repeated
refusals to increase the wages of Post Office Department workers
to a fair level: the U.S. Post Office Department had historically
employed large numbers of African-Americans, and the number
of black postal workers had risen in the 1950s and 1960s as Post
Office Department wages did not rise with inflation, as white
workers left the Postal Department because of their greater
access to higher-paying jobs. After years of unrest among Post
Office Department workers, and fruitless attempts to secure
higher wages, the Senate Post Office Committee introduced a
bill that would give postal workers a 5.4% pay increase (in 1970,
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than 35,000 maritime workers had joined the strike. Cities like
San Francisco eventually attempted to forcibly reopen the ports,
hiring strikebreakers / scabs and calling the police on picketers.
These efforts, however, backfired, when on July 5th, 1934—what
workers later referred to as “Bloody Thursday”— San Francisco
police murdered two picketing workers (Howard Sperry and Nick
Bordoise) in picket line conflicts. These murders triggered a fourday General Strike in San Francisco, during which time multiple
groups of organized laborers refused to work and effectively
shut down not only the ports, but the entire city of San Francisco
and much of the East Bay. In an article from 1934, writers Taylor
and Gold report that, “on July 12 the truck drivers ceased work;
gasoline trucks could make no deliveries and taxis were driven
back to their garages. Butchers, ship boilermakers, machinists,
welders, and laundry workers followed. The building-trades,
cleaners, cooks and waiters, barbers, auto mechanics, cleaners
and dyers, streetcar men, and many others waited only the call
of the General Strike Committee. In the East Bay similar stands
were taken by excited unionists.” The General Strike did indeed
happen, and while it only lasted four days, it created general
sympathy for organized labor and impressed shipyard employers
with the potential power of collective action. The ILA—which later
renamed itself the International Longshoremen and Warehouse
Workers Union—won the raise they demanded, alongside a labor
contract that applied to workers all up and down the West Coast.
Their actions inspired other West Coast laborers to unionize, in
turn, and unions such as the Department Store Workers Union
and the Retail Clerks Association in San Francisco emerged in
the wake of the West Coast Waterfront Strike and the General
Strike that followed.
Importantly, the ILWU has continued to strike, or to stop work
in solidarity with political protests against, for example, the U.S.
American attacks on Iraq, or the police crackdown on Occupy
Wall Street encampments in 2011 (the ILWU shut down U.S.
American West Coast Ports in solidarity with Occupy Wall Street
on December 12, 2011).
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to the academy eighty years from now? Put another way, what
is the general strike thesis of the twenty first century? Meat is
murder? The earth is dying? Reparations are due? Capitalism is
slavery? Perhaps by definition, our collective imaginations cannot
picture exactly what the next unheralded general strike thesis will
be. What Du Bois’s Black Reconstruction shows us, however, is
that someone is probably thinking about it right now.
1877 Railroad Strike
In May 1877 the leaders of the largest railroads in the US colluded to
increase prices, cut wages by 10%, and worsen already dangerous
working conditions. Railroad workers resisted. They first occupied
the B&O tracks in Martinsburg, WV. Then the strike spread to
Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Chicago, and many other cities. The goal
of the strikers was to shut down the rail lines (which they partially
did) and the nation’s economy. Along with the resistance of slaves
during the Civil War, this was one of the first nationwide worker
rebellions.
The public despised the railroads and in every city community
members joined the strikers who occupied the railroad’s property.
In most cities, at the request of the railroads, governors sent
in state militias (today’s National Guard) and federal troops
to pacify the strikers. Ultimately the state deployed 47,000
soldiers. In Baltimore, militia killed ten strikers. In Chicago, they
killed eighteen and even used canons. In Pittsburgh, the militia
killed forty-four. Strikers and community members in Pittsburgh
retaliated and set fire to dozens of Pennsylvania Railroad buildings,
104 locomotives, and 1,245 rail cars.
1877 set a new precedent and after that state and business
leaders relied heavily on militias (the National Guard) to repress
strikes. States increased funding for militias and built massive new
armories (many still visible in New York). Prior to the 1877, the state
largely used militias to pacify and massacre Native Americans and
to capture run-away slaves. After 1877 they largely used them to
police strikes.
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The railroad strike spread to East St. Louis on July 22 when rail
workers voted to strike all nine railroads. The Workingmen’s Party
of the United Stated (WPUSA) held solidarity demonstrations
in St. Louis and on July 23 the strike spread to coopers, iron
molders, wire workers, river-men, newsboys, and other workers.
The WPUSA held a meeting of 10,000 on the 24th and decided to
call a general strike and create a worker council. Their demands
included an 8-hour workday, the end to child labor, bank and
currency reform, food for those on strike, non-intervention
of federal troops, public works, and the nationalization of the
railroads. For several days nearly every factory halted production
and the WPUSA governed the city. They reopened a flourmill to
supply food. The general strike was not unique to St. Louis and
workers in Toledo, Chicago, and Kansas City also called or planned
general strikes during the railroad strike (the Toledo strike was
the most successful).
At the same time an organization of local elites, merchants, and
business owners formed the Committee of Public Safety. Federal
troops from Fort Leavenworth and state militias converged on
the city. On the July 27 the Committee of Public Safety, backed
by federal troops, raided the Executive Committee HQ of the
strike and arrested 150. The next day soldiers occupied the East
St. Louis rail yards. The strike quickly ended.
Local press claimed that the strikers were communists, tramps,
and outsiders and also engaged in fear mongering about black
workers’ participation. They also condemned the strikers’
demands. For example the Missouri Republican wrote, “They are
sworn foes of every establishment in society... they demand the
abolition of public worship, the transformation of churches into
halls and hospitals, the abrogation of the relationship of marriage,
and the substitution of promiscuous freedom between the
sexes,.... the repeal of all property laws and a redistribution of all
wealth equally among all members of society.” It added that, “it
is wrong to call this a strike. It is a labor revolution.” Many elites
and media drew a parallel between the St. Louis strikers and the
Paris Commune.
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Readings:
Dubois, Black Reconstruction in America
(Chapter 4 on slaves and the civil war)
Philip Foner, The Great Labor Uprising of 1877
(Chapter 10 on St. Louis)
The Seattle General Strike of 1919
The first General Strike in The United States happened in 1919,
shortly after the end of WWI. Seattle workers had expected a
post-war pay raise, but were disappointed. The Metal Trade’s
workers declared a strike and was quickly joined by 110 local unions
in sympathy walkouts. On the morning of February 6th, Seattle, a
city of 315,000 people stopped working. Stores closed and street
cars stopped running. The General Strike Committee, composed
of delegated from key striking unions tried to coordinate vital
services and to negotiate with city officials. The strike lasted for
less than a week but had a transformative effect on the city.
1934 West Coast Waterfront Strike
Beginning in the late 1920s, waterfront workers of many kinds—
including stevedores, and riggers—organized up and down the
west coast of the United States under the auspices of ILA, the
International Longshoremen’s Association, in order to create
a collective position from which to bargain for better wages,
working conditions, and benefits. The lucrative ports of the
west coast—among them San Francisco, Bellingham, Seattle,
and Portland—were and continue to be very important to West
Coast commerce, but the employers and owners of these
workers refused to bargain with ILA. In response to this refusal,
longshoremen in every West Coast port walked out on May 9,
1934; they were subsequently joined by sailors who worked the
ports, and even some teamsters who refused to handle any “hot”
cargo that had been unloaded by scabs.
For 83 days, longshoremen in every West Coast port refused
to report for work, an action that some city officials deemed
a national emergency. While the action initially included about
12,000 West Coast port workers, at the height of the strike more
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